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Haunted Hotel Dinner Experience- £50 per person
The Ultimate Haunted Hotel Experience is a fully-immersive day of ghost 
stories, ghost hunts and paranormal experiences!

It is a fully-immersive entertainment experience which uses all the latest 
techniques of magic, suggestion and trickery to make you believe that 
you are actually contacting the dead!

Not only will you enjoy a spooky tour of the local town, but the spirits will 
actually appear to manifest themselves right before your very own eyes!

Far from being a simple magic show, our team of highly-skilled, 
professional magicians will be using their skills of magic, suggestion and 
trickery to make you believe the magic is so real that you will feel like 
the spirits are standing right beside you!

If you've ever been to a fright night before, you will be familiar with jump 
scares... now ramp that up by a factor 10 and imagine how terrified you 
would be if you believed those ghosts were actually real! We don't just 
bring the fright factor: we bring psychological thrill factor too!

The Three Chimneys Smokehouse and Grill @ The Jubilee Hotel have 
teamed up with The Darkening Team to provide a spine chilling day for 
thrill seekers. The Haunted Hotel Experience combines magic and 
trickery and local real life ghost stories to provide a fun and scary fright 
weekend.
You will be taken on a Local Ghost Tour, Participate in a Hotel Ghost
Hunt with the Darkening Magician Team and will get to visit a Haunted 
Air Raid Shelter used in the Great Wars and will contact the dead in a Spooky Seance in the Haunted Cellar. This climaxes in a 
Paranormal Show So be prepared for lurking spirits and to be spooked!

Itinerary:
Friday

The ticket and main 
experience is on the Saturday. 
However we will be warming 
up our hotel guests from the 
Friday night, so you are 
welcome to come and meet 
the hosts, hear some ghost 
stories and eye witness 
accounts, and experience you 
first taste of the paranormal 
magic and chill out and 
socialise in the bar with 
cocktails and Entertainment 
from 7pm. 

Saturday

Why not treat yourself to an all you can eat hot buffet breakfast between 8am-10am for £11.95 each?

Event starts from 10:00 am in the Three Chimneys Smokehouse and Grill @143 The Esplanade, DT4 7NN

10am – Ghost walk around the Local Town

From 12:00 pm – Three Chimneys Smokehouse & Grill open for Lunch at the Hotel

From 2:00 pm – Four Thrilling and Terrifying Paranormal Experiences:

Hotel Ghost Hunt
Haunted Air Raid Shelter
Photographs of the Unknown
Spooky Séance in the Haunted Cellar

6:00 pm – 2 Course Dinner in The Three Chimneys Smokehouse and Grill @143 The Esplanade, DT4 7NN

From 7:00 pm – Intimate and Terrifying Paranormal Show which builds up to a Terrifying Manifestation of the Spirits at 
the End. The show includes:

Mediumship and Communicating with the Dead
Astonishing display of Mindreading
History of Witchcraft of the surrounding area

For thrill seekers who love ghost stories, magic and fright nights!
Ever wondered what it would be like to be trapped inside your own horror movie?

Ever stayed in a haunted house and wished you could actually see the ghosts?
Ever seen a magic show and wished the magic was real?


